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Dr. Loren Lutz receives $1000.00 check from Panorama 
Sportman's club for Lutz memorial big game guzzler. 
L-R John Doll, Dr. Lutz, and Mark La Compte. 

BIGHORN SHEEP SOCIETY PRESIDENT DR. LOREN LUTZ HONORED . 

On April 10 and and 11, 1985 about 130 hearty workers met in 
the Iron Mountains to help construct the Loren L. Lutz memorial 
drinker for Bighorn Sheep. It was one of those warmer days in the 
desert when the temperatures were between 90 and 100 de grees. 
Friends of Dr. Lutz and the Bighorn Sheep came by 4-whe~l drive , 
ho use t r aile r s , moto r h mes , cars and eve n ho r se s t o en j oy a very 
memorable two days. 

Dr. Loren Lutz was the founder of the Sheep Society some 
twenty or more years ago and has beEn its only president since the 
conception of the Society. Through the past 20 years Dr. Lutz has 
worked extremely hard, and has been one of the best friends the 
sheep of the desert have. It goes without saying that Dr. Lutz 
has probably done more for Bighorn Sheep over the past 25 years 
than any other single person in the State of California. Not only 
has he done so much but he is recognized as one of the foremost 
authorities on Bighorn Sheep in the U.S. He has recently 
completed a book on Bighorn Sheep soon to be released to the 
public. 

It is through many of his efforts that legislation, interest, 
and the progress of conservation of sheep exist today. It is very 
fitting that the Sheep Society choose to honor this man by paying 
for and dedicating this Big Game guzzler to our president Dr. 
Loren L. Lutz. 

On Saturday morning bright and early, everyone was awakened 
to the beat of paws and the call to duty. Shortly th2reafter, 
everyone loaded into 4-wheel drive vehicles for the long 4 mile 
drive to where the hike would begin. After a fe w flat tires, sore 
bones, and overheated vehicles, everyone arrived safe and fairly 
sound. It was then about a 1 mile walk to the base of the climb 
to where the project was to take place. 
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Dr. Loren Lutz Big Game Guzzler installation. 



Several people were mumbling that the next quarter mile was 
straight up and that climbing Mount Everest would be a snap to 
climb compared to this. But, like mountain sheep, everyone 
started the hike up. Now it is true that there were times that 
one had to use all four limbs to traverse up to the site, but once 
there with the jovial leadership of Les Coombes of DFG, everyone 
tied themselves to a ledge and started working. 

The project took a little longer than most as this project 
was experimental in nature and was being tried for the first time. 

After a long and hard day's work, plus some extra hours on 
Sunday, the project was completed. 

Upon heading back to camp, a fabulous steak dinner was just 
waiting to be eaten. 

Due to the generosity of the Panorama Sportsman's Club who 
provided and paid for the entire dinner, a wonderful time was had 
by all. While Dr. Lutz was the one being honored, the Bighorn 
Sheep are the ones that will benefit the most from this dedication 
of love by all who took part. 

SHEEP SOCIETY TO ASSIST IN AUCTIONING OFF 
FIRST BIGHORN SHEEP TAG 

By 
Loren L. Lutz 

On July 11, 1987, Safari Club International, Los Angeles 
chapter, along with the Orange County and San Fernando chapters, 
will host a banquet in conjunction with the Society for the 
Conservation of Bighorn Sheep and the Southern Council of 
conservation Clubs. The dinner and meeting is being held to 
auction the bighorn sheep tag that the California legislature 
authorized last year. Other sheep permits will be available at 
that auction. 

The ability to hold the auction was offered to the consortium 
of organizations named plus others that offer to join in this 
effort. Proceeds of this tag will go to the Department of Fish 
and Game for sheep related work. 

This is a historical first for the State of California. Free 
guide service and a full mount of the sheep are part of the 
package offered. The guide service will be composed of people 
most familiar with the area, the sheep, and those who are 
professional outfitters and guides. 

There are a surplus of aged rams in these mountain ranges, 
and there should be a top quality sheep taken by the successful 
bidder at the auction. 
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Eight other rams will be allowed to be taken at a later date, 
the lucky hunter to be selected by a drawing. 

Anyone interested in sheep or other wildlife conservation 
should attend this very important function. It will be held at 
the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 711 Hope Street, Los Angeles, in the 
Broadway Plaza at 6.00 p.m. 

The release of these sheep from the protected species list 
will enable the Department of Fish and Game to spend Fish and Game 
Preservation funds on Bighorn. The Department is precluded from 
using monies derived from hunting and fishing licenses on 
protected species. 

A twenty five year effort is now a success. Many, many 
people, both preservationist and hunters, have said that there 
would never be a sheep hunt in California. Doubting Thomases are 
many, dedicated conservationists are few. Persistence is one key 
to success. We've been told by legislators, Fish and Game 
personnel, hunters, anti-hunters, preservationists, and general 
do-nothingers that all our efforts would be in vain. Let's make 
this event a success, and everyone get behind it. 

The successful bidder will be able to hunt from the third 
Saturday in November for 30 consecutive days at either the old Dad 
Peak and Kelso Peak area or the Marble Mountains of the Southern 
California Desert. The lucky hunters drawing a tag will be able 
to hunt from the first Saturday in December on for 16 days. 

For further information concerning the auction of the Bighorn 
Sheep tag or the banquet, interested parties should contact The 
Bighorn Sheep Society, 3113 Mesaloa Lane, Pasadena, CA 91107, or 
by calling (818) 794-7680. 
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Do you have a truck like this you would like to donate? 

DO YOU NEED A TAX WRITE OFF? 

With the new tax laws now in effect~ there are not going to 
be as many opportunities to write items off as there has been in 
the past. Following are some ideas for you that might help your 
tax bill next year. Donations can be made to the Sheep Society as 
it is a legal non-profit tax exempt corporation. 

Donation of Trucks 

Tools and Equipment 

Donation of Computer 

Video Equipment 

Money 

Property 

Aircraft 

IDEAS 
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4-wheel drive semis, etc. 

Power tools, pneumatic tools, 
tools of any kind, cement. 

Apple IIE, IBM, etc. 

Cameras - T.V.'s (portable) 
Movie Cameras, VHS units 

Cash donations - Living 
Endowments - Wills 

The donation of property 
anywhere 

Helicopter time, fixed wing, 
etc. 



Prizes 

etc. 

New Memberships 

Guns, trips, merchandise, etc. 
that can be used for raffles, 

We need many new members. The 
dues are only $25.00 

(You can deduct any of the above from your taxes.) 

If you would like to make a donation of any of the above, or 
anything else, give The Sheepherder a' call at (818) 794-0027 or 
write 2924 Clarmeya Lane, Pasadena, CA 91107. Remember, you will 
be helping the Bighorn Sheep of California and you will be helping 
us reach our goal of 10,000 Bighorn Sheep in the state by the year 
2000. 

Volunteer workers at Anza-Borrego EGG. 

WATER COMES TO ANZA-BORREGO 

by 
Al Ridley 

The Sheep Society's third project for 1987 was conducted at 
Anza-Borrego State Park on the weekend of February 6, 7 and 8. 

For those unfamiliar with the park, Anza-Borrego can be found 
southwest of Salton Sea in San Diego County. It lies within 2 
hours driving time of nearly 15 million people, and it's officiasl 
welcome well over a million visitors each year. 
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As usual, many of us traveled to the campsite on Friday, and 
for those that arrived by early evening, Mother Nature treated us 
to a particularly beautiful sunset. The quiet of the desert 
provided a leisurely chance to renew old friendships before 
settling in for a peaceful night under the stars. 

Saturday - 6:00 a.m. 

That sound!! Clanging pots and pans - the infamous alarm 
clock of our fearless leader, Don Jones, wakes one and all. 
First, a quick breakfast, and then on to a project briefing by Les 
Coombes, (DFG) and Mark Jorgenson (State Park System). They 
outlined that 3 guzzlers were to be constructed. Each system 
consisting of a 32' x 32' hypalon mat to collect water, and two 
2,300 gallon tanks for storage. This type of installation 
requires no concrete work. 

With the briefing concluded, our group of nearly 150 
volunteers split into three work parties, each determined by the 
difficulty of the hike in. Boy Scout Troup 101, with Eagle Scout 
candidate Grant Schafer, in the lead, took on the "mild" hike to 
Project 1. Mark Jorgenson led the "medium" hike up a rocky trail 
to Nolina Wash, Site #2. The bravest of the bunch took a 2 mile 
hike/climb through "difficult" terrain to Sunset peak - our good 
friend, Les Coombes, in charge. 

Site #2 - Nolina W~sh - Here We Come!! 

After being driven to the trailhead from Pinyan Wash 
Campground our work party (also known as the "Mediocre Bunch") 
began the one mile hike through a sea of cholla, agave and 
ocotillo. Mark set a pace that got everybody to the top of the 
ridge in an orderly fashion. A few cholla spines heavier, we 
walked the last 600 yards to arrive at the drinker site. The 
tanks, hypalon mat, and other materials and tools, which had been 
flown in by helicopter, were already waiting for us. We were 
ready to begin. 

As Mark gave instruction, he began to lay out an imaginary 
blueprint for us to follow. He was also quick to point out that 
we would be working in close quarters, with picks and shovels, and 
that "safety comes first!". We broke into smaller groups and the 
work began. 

As the main pad was cleared and leveled, everyone took great 
care in uprooting the many species of native plants. These were 
transplanted nearby in an attempt to preserve the beauty of the 
area and to have a minimal impact on its ecology. As the pad 
started to take shape, a berm was built around its perimeter. It 
was sloped and contoured so that when covered, water would drain 
from it to the exact point where it could be collected and drained 
into the storage tanks. 
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Next, the hypalon mat was stretched over the pad and berms. 
Its edges were weighed down with rocks - lots of rocks, collected 
bucket brigade style from the surrounding area. 

Finally, the Johnson Screen was installed and the pad was 
ready to do its job. 

Meanwhile, other crews had cleared a pad for, and installed 
the tanks. The float-controlled drinker readied and all, a 
thorough "once over", a quick camouflage paint job, and the State 
park had a brand new big game guzzler. Now everybody - pray for 
rain! If the protected 7" annual rainfall is received, this 
system will reach 100% capacity within the next 12 months. 

CAMPFIRE COOKERY 
AND TALES OF ANZA-BORREGO 

With our work behind us, "socializing", people enjoying 
people, became the order of the evening. As we gathered around 
the campfire to prepare dinner, the conversation was lighthearted. 
There were jokes about sore muscles, and about the minor things 
that Blways seem to go wrong. Most S.C.B.S. members seized the 
opportunity to better acquaint themselves with the many new 
friends we had worked beside all day, and to thank them for a job 
well done. 

Around 7:30 p.m. Mark Jorgenson returned to talk about the 
park's history, and how the Park Service is working to increase 
the population of Peninsula Bighorn Sheep in the Vallecito 
Mountains and the surrounding area. He brought several trophy 
sized skulls to show us, and demonstrated that, with proper 
examination, how much information could be gathered about the 
animal's age and health. Mark also brought an indian made "olla" 
that was found on the return hike from Nolina Wash. He told us 
how the indians used these containers to store water along the 
game-hunting trails. This olla, found by a project volunteer, 
will remain on permanent display at the park's Visitor Center. 

At the close of Mark's program, we were all treated to 
dessert by Scout Troup 101. They competed in a dutch oven 
cook-off and had plenty for all. Thanks, guys! 

As the campfire burned low, and the evening drew to a close, 
it seemed the time for a bit of quiet reflection. As I walked 
back to my campsite remembering the weekend's activities, feelings 
of fulfillment overcame me and I thought "things just don't get 
any better than this". 
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A NEW MEMBER SPEAKS 
by 

Diane Falconer 

I was introduced to the Sheep Society a little over a year 
ago and, having never been a "joiner of clubs", I found the 
Society to be the delightful exception. I've greatly enjoyed the 
people I've met this past year - I admire their work and am proud 
to be a part of it. 

In mentally preparing for the upcoming Lytle Creek count, I 
find myself reflecting upon the last one. It was in Lytle Creek 
where I saw my first Bighorn Sheep and got the feeling of what the 
Society was all about. Everyone has his own adjectives to 
describe that feeling of awe and I won't bore you with mine, 
except to say that every time I see another Bighorn, I get that 
same exhilarating shiver. 

Since this will be my second trip, I consider myself a 
veteran of sorts. So, having some experience under my belt, I've 
learned that I will never follow Don Jones on the Lytle Creek 
census - because he doesn't recognize poison oak either. 

I've learned a lot since that trip. My first major purchase, 
nfte!:1' si ttj_i1g Gtj n c: l i ff r-; tl1r~ee }10L11~;s at Ly-tle Cr·eel~l., afr·aid to 
go forward or b~ck, was a good pair of hiking boots. That's done 
wonders for my self confidence - I'll go anywhere now. 

On my second outing - I believe it was Lance Springs - while 
talking around the campfire, Bruce G. mentioned he needed a 
co-captain for the Hackberry Mountains. Well it was early in the 
evening and Bruce seemed like someone well educated in the ways of 
Bighorn, so I jumped right in and-volunteered. As the evening 
wore on and Bruce drank a bit more beer, I wondered what I had 
gotten myself into. But my fears were for naught as Bruce turned 
out to be a great camping companion, friend and educator. I've 
learned that burros are affectionately called "desert moos8" and 
the favored meal among sheep people is barbequed burro-burger. 
And the only way to tell sheep pellets from deer is by taste. 

A few months after our first trip, Bruce mentioned he had 
hoped someone with a four-wheel drive would have volunteered to be 
his co-captain. Anyone knowing the condition of Bruce's truck can 
well understand why. Our first attempt at spring maintenance 
found us being towed to Needles - twice. Our second attempt found 
us stranded in a wash a mile from Piute Spring. For our last 
trip, I borrowed my son's new jeep. After all, Bruce's truck had 
let us down and we needed some dependable transportation. On that 
trip I dropped the transmission about 30 miles from Gaffs and 
Bruce and his old truck towed me back to Riverside. 
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The Fourth of July census of the old Woman's found me 
volunteering for the backpack trip into Sheep Camp. That trip 
taught me that perhaps I wasn't as tough as I thought. But I 
survived and enjoyed it and will be out there again this year. 

The best trip of all was the rainy nine-mile hike into Cattle 
Canyon to prepare the net site for the January capture/relocation 
effort. Its a wonder any of us got any work done. We were 
leveling off a pad to be used as a bait site and the Bighorn 
started coming down the mountain to eat the alfalfa that Bill had 
been setting out since the previous week. They (about 30 of them) 
were within 30 to 50 feet from us. And Don says, "Diane, you can 
look and work at the same time". 

I've been camping in small groups before, and I've camped 
when its just me and the dog, but the Sheep Society is my only 
experience camping with 160 people. There are certain adjustments 
one must make and being female is a distinct disadvantage. For 
some reasons unbeknownst to me, the south side of camp cannot be 
designated the "Womens" side and the north, the "Mens". I don't 
understand it, but Don says its more interesting that way. My 
brother suggested I find the appropriate bush, cover myself with a 
sheet, and take care of business. Someone else said it wouldn't 
matter, because if they saw the sheet by the bush, everyone would 
know what I was doing. I don't care if they know what I'm doing, 
I just don't want them to see me doing it. Well, I gave up on the 
sheet idea after discussing it around the campfire at Camp Cady 
one evening. No one seemed particularly sympathetic. My brother, 
however, asked me if I'd ever come upon anyone taking care of 
their private business and I said I hadn't, so he said perhaps 
everyone else was just as shy and discreet as I. Ultimately, I 
abandoned all sense of modesty. And, somehow, I guess that makes 
me a better person. 

Well, I didn't mean to ramble on so. I had started to write 
a short paragraph about this last weekend since I was the official 
photographer. It seems that Carlos of Newberry Springs spends a 
lot of time in that mountain range. He apparently sat for several 
hours during a desert rainstorm and watched the rain water run 
down the canyon (as it was supposed to do) but sink underground 
about 50 feet before it got to the dam (which it was wasn't 
supposed to do) and resurface somewhere below the dam. So, of 
course, no water in the tanks. A crew of about 20 Society, Fish 
and Game and interested Newberry Springs/Barstow people got 
together on Saturday, February 28th, and built another dam in a 
(hopefully) more suitable location. Our bucket brigade was much 
shorter than usual, but we got the job done. 

I have a difficult time explaining why I spend so much time 
in the desert. People are generally impressed when I tell them of 
the society's work, but I have a hard time convincing them to join 
me. Most ordinary folk ... well, I guess that's the point - the 
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people who make up the Society are not ordinary. When it comes 
right down to it, we're a rather unique, special group. And, as I 
said earlier, I'm glad to be part of it. 

The Big Ram on yonder hill heads back after delivering 
his letter. 

A LETTER FROM A BIGHORN SHEEP 

We, the Bighorn Sheep of California, are a pretty quiet 
bunch, we don't pay taxes, we don't get i.nvolved in politics, we 
aren't hooked on drugs, nor do we smoke or drink booze. We just 
like to be left alone in some hilly country where we can eat, 
drink a little water and raise our young. But, as you know, we 
haven't been able to do that too well as we've had all kinds of 
problems from disease, to lack of water, even cattle and domestic 
sheep, our relations, have caused our decrease in numbers. But 
some 20 years ago we all decided to belong to this Society for the 
Conservation of Bighorn Sheep (that's us) and, since that time, 
things have been getting better. They haven't always been great, 
but they sure have been getting better. We know this has come 
about because so many of you humans have also joined and helped by 
donating your time and money. 

But did you know that we, the Bighorn, plan to double our 
society from 5,000 to 10,000 by the year 2000? That's just 13 
years away. You can bet we are going to be busy with our love 
making and all, but we can't do it by ourselves. We need some new 
homes and, as you know, what's a home without water? We've tried 
digging our own wells with our front hooves but it just hasn't 
been very successful. 
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Another problem we have is trying to get to these new homes 
with the roads, fences, and new recreation facilities, it's almost 
impossible to move, so once again we need you to help us get 
transportation to where we want to go. 

We contribute all we can. Every now and then we'll take a 
chance and stand on a ridge with a blue sky behind us so you and 
your children can get a glimpse of nature. If you're real lucky 
we even will show you our ladies and kids. 

Think of the times you've watched us on that thing you call a 
T.V. while we knock our heads together to impress you. There are 
even some of us that are real hams and like to pose, but you've 
got to catch us in the right mood. 

Why am I saying all this? Well I guess it's because our 
Sheep Society needs more help - we need you. With all these goals 
and all, things have gotten pretty tight financially for us. Now, 
as you know, we have the highest unemployment rate there is -
100%, so we are really asking you if you would help. How? I'm 
glad you asked. Join us by becoming a member of the Sheep 
Society. It only costs you $25.00 a year and, shucks, we'll give 
that back to you in no time by having fun playing hide and seek 
with us out in our homelands.' 

Come on, fill out that application on the back cover, and 
join in the Bighorn Sheep Society. 

Thanks, 

The Big Ra~ on Yonder Hill 

COMPUTER IS NEEDED 

Due to the growth of the Bighorn Sheep Society and the 
expansion of its work for Bighorn Sheep in the State of 
California, a computer is needed. The need is for an Apple II 
computer, monitor, 2 disk drive and a printer. To purchase one it 
would cost about $2,000.00 which the Sheep Society cannot afford. 

It is hoped that someone out there might have a spare one, a 
used one, or might even like to make a contribution of one to the 
Society. Remember the full cost of the equipment, used or not, 
can be used as a tax write-off on your Income Tax. If you can 
help, contact The Sheepherder, 2924 Clarmeya Lane, Pasadena, 

California 91107 or call (818) 794-0027. 
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After receiving radio collar above ram will be released. 

DFG LISTENING TO BIGHORN 

ALTURAS - The Department of Fish and Game said today four 
adult ewes within a growing herd of California Bighorn Sheep in 
Modoc County are sending signals the DFG hopes will help determine 
future management strategies for the wild flock. 

Doug Thayer, wildlife biologist in Alturas, said the four 
Warner Mountains sheep were captured with nets last week and 
fitted with radio transmitter collars he expecLs will help the DFG 
learn the location and size of the Bighorn range. 

The sheep, now estimated to number between 47 and 55 animals, 
are the product of a 1980 transplant of four Bighorn from Lava 
Beds National Monument and another 10 from Inyo County to 
reestablish the mountain sheep in the Warners. 

The animals have been thriving in the new habitat, Thayer 
said, boasting an apparent 100 percent survival rate through seven 
years of lamb crops. Two adult ewes died in falls from cliffs the 
first winter, the only known mortalities. 

According to Thayer, monitoring efforts from the air and 
ground over the coming year or two will help Fish and Game learn 
how much range the sheep are using and, in turn, whether trapping 
and relocating animals may be required some day to avoid range 
damage or serious disease outbreaks. 

At present the band's ewes and lambs seem to pr~fer a limited 
four-square-mile area as their primary range. Rams move over a 
greater area. 

Information collected during the radio monitoring will be 
used, Thayer said, to prepare a management plan for the wild band. 

California Bighorn Sheep are a threatened subspecies or race 
in California. 
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BGG being installed at Anza-Borrego State Parka 

ANZA-BORREGO DESERT STATE PARK PROJECTS 
by 

Carol Jones and Michelle Campbell 

Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, 7 February, 1987 

About 160 souls awoke to the carolling of Don Jones somewhere 
in Nolina Wash this Saturday morning. Amid the usual confusion WP. 
divided into three groups and headed off to build three new water 
catchments in this part of the Vallecito Mountains. 

All three systems are comprised of a rubber apron, a couple 
of large storage tanks, and a drinker. Three more of these BGG's 
are to be constructed in the next few months. The three projects 
were quickly categorized as the short hike which was handled by 
one of the Scout Troops, the mediocre hike was done by the 
mediocre group, and the long hike attacked by the tiger team. 

The short hike was led by Grant Schaeffer, an Eagle Scout 
candidate from Troop 101 of Pomona. About 40 people hiked in 3/4 
miles and completed the job in 7 hours, including a sample flow of 
water across the apron and into the Johnson Screen. Grant's 
father, Glen, videotaped the entire project. A small group 
returned Sunday morning to check the installation and fine tune 
it. This project will give Grant his Eagle Scout award as well as 
providing water for the Park's borregos. 
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The mediocre hike was headed by Park Biologist Mark Jorgensen 
who had done the planning and preparation for all three projects. 
Jorgensen is well known for his long and very active interest in 
the welfare of the park's Bighorn Sheep. Mark wanted to cut holes 
in the rubber apron and fit it around the agaves growing there to 
make things look more natural but we persuaded him to dig up and 
transplant them. With a hardworking crew this project went 
smoothly, marred only by our unsuccessful attempt to make water 
run uphill from the apron to the tanks. We fini~hed up and 
straggled out about 5.00 p.m., no member of the party emerging 
unpunctured by the dreaded jumping cholla. 

Long Hike Report 

The sky was overcast and the air was wonderfully cool as the 
Tiger Team started their climb to Sunset Ridge. When Jonesy says 
it is going to be a hard hike, he means it! Halfway up everyone 
complained of tired legs and short breath, but we weren't as bad 
off as that poor guy who fell on a cholla bush. Ouch! It was a 
few minutes before 10:00 a.m. as a dozen or so of us reached the 
top. The wind was blowing and the view was spectacular. Les 
Coombes allowed us to rest while we waited for the rest of the 
team to make up. I think in all we had between 50 and 60 people. 
As Dave Talley and Les directed, everyone started moving dirt, 
rocks and cactus. By 3:00 p.m. we had put down a 32 x· 32 Hypalon 
pad,. tt10 .2000 gallon water ta11l\8, a fl,-:-ctt 'l2.l\1 e dr~ir1l{er:· 1 e.r1U l1ad 
it all plumbed together. Talk about team work! Now all that was 
left was the hike down to c~mp. Oh my aching knees. 

That night Mark Jorgenson gave us an excellent talk about the 
Bighorn Sheep in the park. He talked about seasonal migration 
patterns, disease and livestock problems, and predation. With the 
addition of these new waterholes, he anticipates that the sheep 
population in the region may double~from 60 or 80 to 160 in a few 
years. 

SAN GABRIEL MOUNTAINS BIGHORN SHEEP COUNT COMPLETED 
by DFG 

"They are all fat, healthy and pregnant" 

Sherry Teresa, Department of Fish and Game wildlife biologist 
for the Los Angeles County area, had just completed two days 
observing the largest population of Bighorn Sheep in the state and 
was encouraged by what was seen. 
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Although the Department's arinual Nelson Bighorn Sheep spring 
census had to be postponed twice before it was finally completed 
March 30-31, Teresa said the outcome indicated an estimated 
population of approximately 700·sheep had not changed from last 
year's survey. 

Normally, U.S. Forest Service and DFG wildlife biologists 
enlist the aid of up to 100 volunteers~ many of them members of 
the Society for the conservation of Bighorn Sheep, to observe the 
animals from various group positions located _in rugged San Gabri~l 
Mountains canyons, to augment aircraft used to spot animals during 
the survey. 

Nevertheless, Teresa said the 1987 Bighorn Sheep 
helicopter-only census was sufficient to count a total of 246 
sheep, although the survey was conducted nearly one month.behind 
schedule and without ground-level observers. 

Teresa said the animals appeared to be in fine shape with 
several "good looking" rams in the population. However, the 
biologist was a bit disappointed in the total number of sheep 
spotted. 

Results of the 1985, mid-March survey turned up a total count 
of approximately 390 sheep. Some 95 volunteer counters and an 
early spring outing produced the higher count. 

A Landells Aviation Bell Jet Ranger helicopter with pilot 
Brian Novak at the controls and with three additional observers on 
board was in the air a total of 11 hours -- five hours Monday, six 
hours Tuesday •. Altogether 72 rams, 101 ewes, 43 lambs and 30 
adult sheep that could not be identified by sex from the air were 
spotted. Indicated lamb-to-ewe ratio was 43:100 and a 72:100 
ram-to-ewe ratio was estimated, Teresa said. 

Tom Paulek, DFG associate wildlife biologist, said the census 
was conducted at elevations below the 5,000 foot level in Bighorn. 
Sheep winter range in the San Gabriel Wilderness Area, East Fork 
of the San Gabriel River, Middle an? South Forks of Lytle Creek, 
Stoddard-Barrett canyons area, Cascade Canyon, Cucamonga Canyon, 
Deer Canyon and Cattle Canyon. 

"We had to wait so long to complete the census we missed some 
of the ewes that are just now beginning to go off by themselves to 
lamb", Teresa said. 

"Also, because the survey was conducted on what turned out to 
be two very warm days with high temperatures in the mid-70s, the 
animals tended to remain under cover of trees and brush rather 
than in the open where they could be spotted from the air," Teresa 
said. · 
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Nevertheless, the Los Angeles area wildlife biologist said 
there is no cause for alarm. 

"The habitat looked good, burn areas are coming back 
(producing high-quality forage for wildlife) and there is a lot of 
water available as well as a lot of snow." 

Teresa said she expects ample water for wild sheep use well 
into the summer months in the San Gabriels. 

This year's Bighorn Sheep survey was planned to occur on 
March 7 and 8, but was cancelled because of low fog conditions, 
and rescheduled for March 21. 

The second attempt was also scratched this time because of a 
snowfall, Paulek said. 

Some 50 volunteer spotters were in position in the canyon 
areas when the snow began to fall. 

"We had to call the count off at about 9 a.m. but many 
volunteers did get to see some Bighorns before we left the area at 
about noon~" Paulek said. 

The annual tally of Bighorn Sheep in the San Gabriel 
Mountains is part of a continuing effort to maintain the Nelson 
Bighorn in a remnant of its former range. 

DFG biologists believe the area has reached its peak holding 
capacity for Bighorn Sheep and the population is not expected to 
grow much beyond its present size because of a lack of suitable 
habitat in the area. 

There are a total of approximately 4,300 Bighorn Sheep in the 
state, divided into three races: the Nelson, the California and 
the Peninsular. Of the total 3,100 are Nelson, 900 are Peninsular 
and 300 are California. 

JUNIPER TANK 
by 

Steve Hill 

On February 21 and 22, Directors Don Jones, Marvin Wood, Bill 
Parrack and Steve Hill attended an Arizona Water Development 
project in the Sand Tank Mountains. This project was organized by 
the Arizona Desert Bighorn Sheep Society and the Arizona Game and 
Fish Department, and was funded by FNAWS. The Juniper Tank 
Project was located on the Luke Air Force Base Gunnery Range, 25 
miles southeast of Gila Bend, Arizona. 
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Approximately 150 people participated in the building of two 
(2) 10 x 20 foot masonry dams, protected by a gabion installed 100 
yards upstream. Materials and labor were ferried to the project 
site by Air Force helicopters. The project was completed by 1:00 
p.m. and all participants were in the camp by 4:00 p.m., Saturday 
evening. 

The Society provided, as usual, a wonderful steak dinner 
Saturday night with all the trimmings including "pocket rockets." 

Seventeen dutch ovens were tended by John Houzenga which 
yielded several varieties of corn bread and several vegetables and 
dessert dishes. · 

The SCBS members attended the project to learn more about 
building the non-maintenance type drinkers being installed in 
Arizona. To date, ADBSS has developed over 100 water sources for 
Arizona's borregos. 

SCBS members are encouraged to attend a future project in 
Arizona to meet new friends and learn about their activities and 
projects. Steve Hill may be reached at (714) 985-9509 for project 
dates and locations. 

Members of Sheep Society enjoying dinner. 

DATE SET FOR ANNUAL DINNER 

The time, place and cost of meals has been set for the 
Bighorn Sheep Society's annual dinner, oft times called the annual 
water hole count. This event has become one of the most popular 
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events of the year. This year's promises to.be even better. 
There will be another fantastic slide show especially arranged 
just for this meeting by George Kerr, with a very inter~sting 
speaker and as always the big raffle. 

This year's banquet will be held at T&J's Restaurant, 8526 E. 
Valley Boulevard (southwest corner of Valley and Walnut Grove). 
The time will be 6:30 p.m. no host social hour and 7:30 p.m. for 
filet dinner. There will be a cost of $18.00 per person. Mark 
your calenders now for a fabulous evening Saturday, November 14th. 

ADAMS WELL 
by 

Steve Hill 

In early February Don and Steve Hill attended an Arizona 
Desert Bighorn Sheep Society project in the Castle Dome Mountains. 
Ad~ms Well, in the Kofa Game range, is an abandoned gold mine 
which has filled with water. It had been modified by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildljfe Service t6 include a windmill to bring the water 
to the surface and a tank for wildlife. 

The original construction took place in 1967 and was in need 
nf rebuilding. Thie project, which was attcnd~d by Approxima ly 
75 volunteers, involved replacing the windmill head, building a 
new larger trough, adding a storage tank, re-plumbing and adding 
solar powered telemetary to monitor the status of water level in 
well, reserve tank and trough. 

Funds for the telemetary equipment, materials and windmill 
head were provided by a DBSS with installation directed by USF and 
WS under the direction of Bob Vandenberg. The status is 
transmitted to the Yuma office, indicating the water level in all 
3 chambers eliminating the need to drive to the well to monitor 
conditions in the critical summer months. 

The project was bompleted in two long days under warm dry 
Arizona springtime skies. Saturday night's meal and campfire were 
a delight with introductions, jokes and wildlife talks by Dean 
Bowdoin, Bob Vandenberg and Lowell Whitaker. We were told that 
this tank is one of only two water sources in an area which 
supports an estimated 250 bighorn sheep. 
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AREA CAPTAIN'S REPORT 

Newberry Spring 
January 16, 1987 
by: Carlos Gallinger 

On August 3, 1986, I was in a canyon 4 miles east of BGG
SB-25 and saw signs of burros, or someone had ridden a horse up 
this canyon. On January 16, 1987, the tracks and droppings were 
increased, and I saw 5 burros, one still wearing a halter, which 
would seem to indicate that they were adopted out, escaped or 
reintroduced. 

Piute Range 
New York Management Dist. 
March 22, 1987 
by: Chuck Kopenec 

The 1" pipe between the guzzler and the drinker is "broken" 
at a joint 25' from the tank. Thus, all the water from the only 
tank that was on line for the winter months ~as lost. The tanks 
were shut-off to the drinker and the valve was open between the 
tanks, thereby equalizing the water level£ between them. The 
natural tank in the water course downstream from the guzzler has 
an estimated 300-500 gallons of water. I hiked to the guzzler 
from the west side, 45 minutes to an hour one-way. The climb is 
steeper, but the distance is shorter. The advantage of the 
approach is that dirt ioad is passable by passenger cars. I will 
be going out to make temporary repairs on the broken 1" pipe joint 
on the weekend of April 4-5; 1987. 

Dead Mountains 
March 4, 1987 
by: Les Coombes (DFG) 

Hiked into site for May BGG Project. Made· material list, 
route maps and picked campsite. Found adult ewe skull and saw one 
redtail hawk. 

Iron Mountain 
3-5-87 
by: Les Coombes (DFG) 

Hiked into site for April BGG Project. Made a material list, 
route map, and picked campsite. Little sheep sign, 2 redtail 
hawks, found old adult ram horn and moderate coyote sign. 
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Newberry Mountains 
2-28-81 
by: Gerry Mulcahy (DFG) 

Built new dam with Johnson Screen approximately 100' up wash 
and left old dam with Johnson Screen intact. (Pray for rain!) 

Water wasn't reaching old dam because of fisher in Wash. New 
dam was built at bottom of small falls where water was seen 
running freely during rain storm by area captain. 

Newberry Springs 
3-6-87 
by: Carlos Gallinger 

No further maintenance needed. Rained March 5 and 6th -
insufficient runoff to fill guzzler. Four Bighorn Sheep - 3 ewes 
and the 4th one is possibly a young ram. 

FOURTH OF JULY BIGHORN SHEEP CENSUS IN OLD WOMAN MOUNTAINS 
by 

Bnb Campbell 

How would you like to come out in the desert and sit on a 
rock for four days in July - doesn't that sound like fun? We will 
be covering every waterhole in the old Woman Mountains to get a 
thorough population study of the area. SCBS has contracted with 
the BLM to conduct this census yearly for five years. The census 
is part of a study being conducted by Dr. John Weyhausen on the 
impact of cattle presence on Bighorn Sheep. 

The census will take place 2, 3, 4, 5th July. If we have a 
good turnout like last year then we can send some teams to other 
nearby areas as well. You can assume that the weather will be 
pretty hot or else real hot. The heat is hard to bear and there 
is no getting away from it until about 2 or 3 a.m. Still, it can 
be a fascinating trip to sit out there listening to the sun 
pouring down on the rocks and watching some sheep watching you. 

Letters to the Waterhole Project Volunteers concerning this 
census will be sent soon. For immediate information, call: 

Dave Talley (619) 243-4669 Bob Campbell (818) 790-8850 
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Volunteers like these are needed. 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR WORK PROJECTS 

The season for work projects is winding down as the weather 
winds up. But we've saved the best for last. There are 3 main 
projects left and one big dinner auction. Each of these events 
could be called the highlight of the year. 

You will not want to miss out on any one of them. For maps 
and directions call Leilani Park at (213) 590-5178 and tell her 
which project you are interested in. 

For the Bighorn Sheep tag auction information, call the Sheep 
Society office at (818) 794-7680. 

*May 16 - 17, 1987 

*June 6 - 7, 1987 

*July 2,3,4,5, 1987 

July 11, 1987 

November 14, 1987 

DATES TO REMEMBER 

Dead Mountains - Installation of Big Game 
Guzzler. 

Clark Mountains - Installation of Big 
Game Guzzler. Landells & Bicket memorial 
Big Game Guzzler. A special campfire 
program will be held Saturday evening. 

Old Woman Sheep Census. 

First Bighorn Sheep Tag Auction to be 
held. 

Bighorn Sheep Society Annual Dinner 
T & J Restaurant 
8526 E. Valley Boulevard, Rosemead, CA 
6:30 p.m. 
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LES COOMBES OF DFG REPORTS 

Thirteen big game guzzlers were inspected with transects 
being read at five of them and repairs being made at nine others. 
One water source was developed and twelve others were routinely 
inspected. Construction of a drop net site for the upcoming sheep 
capture in the San Gabriel Mountains was completed. Volunteers 
contributed one hundred eighty-six man-days of labor and 6,100 
vehicle miles to the project. 

Feeding and Watering 

a. Development 

1. Hummingbird Spring in the Clipper Mountains was 
developed with the use of volunteers. 

b. Maintenance 

1. Red Cave Rocks BGG #1 was routinely inspected with minor 
repairs being made. The tanks were 20% full. 

2. Old Woman Statue BGG #5 in the Old Woman Mountains was 
routinely inspected and the transects read. The tanks 
were 100% full. 

3. Sheep Camp BGG #7 was routinely inspected and the 
transects read. The tanks were 33% full. 

4. Piute BGG #8 was routinely inspected and the transects 
read. Minor maintenance was performed and the tanks 
were 100% full. 

5. Clipper Mountains BGG #9 was routinely inspected with 
major repairs being performed. The tanks were dry. 

6. Parrish Spring BGG #1 was routinely inspected. The 
tanks are 100% full. 

7. Weavernoy BGG #4 was routinely inspected with minor 
maintenance being performed. The transects were read 
and the tanks are 70% full. 

8. Cele Tank BGG #6 was routinely inspected with minor 
maintenance being performed. The transects were read 
and the tanks are 70% full. 

9. Anthes Tank BGG #7 was routinely inspected and the 
transects read. Minor maintenance was performed and the 
tanks are 100% full. 
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10. Owls Roost BGG #8 was routinely inspected twice with 
major maintenance being performed. The tanks are 100% 
full. 

11. Dolomite Canyon BGG #5 was routinely inspected. The 
tanks are dry. 

12. Vernandyles Spring in the Marble Mountains was routinely 
inspected. 

13. Teresa Spring in the Marble Mountains was routinely 
inspected. 

14. Hummingbird Spring in the Clipper Mountains was 
routinely inspected. 

15. Upper Sheep Camp Spring #1 in the Old Woman Mountains 
was routinely inspected. 

16. Upper Sheep Camp Spring #2 in the Old Woman Mountains 
was routinely inspected. 

17. Dripping Spring in the Old Woman Mountains was routinely 
inspected. 

18. Dripping Spring East in the Old Woman Mountains was 
routinely inspected. 

19. Dripping Spring West in the Old Woman Mountains was 
routinely inspected. 

20. Bert Spring in the Old Woman Mountains was routinely 
inspected. 

21. Old Woman Statue Spring in the Old Woman Mountains was 
routinely inspected. 

22. Lower Gemco Spring in the Old Woman Mountains was 
routinely inspected. 

23. Quail Spring in the New York Mountains was routinely 
inspected. 

24. Repair materials for small game guzzlers was taken to 
Essex. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Volunteers, 

In behalf of the State Park System I give my sincere 
appreciation to you and the Society for the Conservation of 
Bighorn Sheep. 

I cannot say enough to thank you all for the work 
accomplished on Saturday, February 7, 1987. Constructing three 
guzzlers in one day was a phenomenal accomplishment involving over 
1600 hours of volunteer labor and many hours of planning on your 
part. 

The Anza-Borrego staff was elated to have the Society camp in 
Pinyon Wash and was full of praise for the group's consideration 
and enthusiasm. 

We will be proud to work with the Society again soon. In the 
meantime, keep up the fantastic enthusiasm and the hard work. 
Thanks for making the return of water to the Vallecitos Mountains 
a reality. 

Sincerely, 

Mark C. Jorgensen 
State Park Naturalist 

Dear Sheepherder, 

For those Sheepherder readers that might be interested in my 
welfare, I feel fine. I can't put any weight on this leg yet. I 
still go to physical therapy 3 days a week and I'm still on 
medication for the circulation problem. I'm working two days a 
week. I get around on crutches pretty well. Sitting is still 
uncomfortable. 

Dick Weaver 
DFG 

Dear Sheepherder, 

While the Sheep Society is officially aligned with other 
environmental groups against Senator Cranston's Bill, S.2061, to 
create additional national parks, and while the resolution Dr. 
Lutz signed does contain a lot of "whereas's" I might well agree 
with, I nevertheless take vigorous exception to your 
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re-publishing, in the same March issue, an article by economist 
Thomas Sowell (Meet the "Jolly Green Bigots"). 

Well, "I ain't green and I ain't a bigot", but I resent 
ignoramuses like Sowell putting forth the same dumb arguments that 
exploiters of wilderness have always used to justify their 
thievery. 

The desert as a whole really does need protection, just like 
our Bighorn Sheep need protection, but just as a certain amount of 
controlled hunting will not damage our Bighorn he~ds, so too the 
desert may not need quite as much prot~ction as Senator Cranston 
is desiring. The ability to maintain our network of big game 
guzzlers, for example, must be preserved. 

But the desert is good in itself and for itself, whether you 
or I ever even use it in anyway. It does not need to have any 
kind of commercial value. Sure, I want to hike, 4-wheel and 
explore, but that whole living, throbbing, beautiful universe out 
there called the California desert is of far greater worth than 
any way in which you or I or any group of~ human beings can 
describe it. So if we want to be critical of Cranston's bill, 
fine, let's thrash it out, but let's not go to the other extreme, 
as Sowell would have us do, and keep it "open" for the exploiter, 
pillager and rapist. 

By reprinting Sowell's garbage you're making the error that 
there is room for both our values (wildlife, quietness, lands 
empty of human tailingsJand the corporate recreational interests, 
the big real estate developers and the buyers and sellers of 
grazing leases. Well, there's not! 

While we're diddling away until 1991 (when Congress is 
supposed to act on the various desert study plans), these forces 
are at work. Ten thousand sheep by the year 2000 has a much 
greater chance of becoming reality if Sen. Cranston's bill passes 
than if the forces of greed and financial plunder are permitted to 
thrive, as our understaffed and under-funded protection agencies 
can well demonstrate. Those speaking like Sowell, for the 
money-changers in our temple, don't even care. 

Sincerely. 

Al White 
San Clemente, CA. 
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THE CURRENT CALIFORNIA DESERT PLAN 
(1980 to Present) 

o Congress designated the 25-million acre California Desert 
Conservation Area (CDA) in 1976 in recognition of the 
Desert's special public and natural values (Section 601, 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act). 

o Congress directed BLM to prepare a comprehensive land use 
plan "for the management, use, development, and protection of 
the public lands" in the Desert, covering about half of the 
CDCA. 

o The plan was to follow "the principles of multiple use and 
sustained yield." 

o The act directed the establishment of a California Desert 
Conservation assist in formulating and implementing the plan. 

o Preparation of the plan involved massive research and staff 
analysis, included dozens of public hearings and more than 
40,000 public comments, and cost $8 million. 

o The plan was approved by two Secretaries of the Interior in 
both 1980 And 1981 under Democratic and Republican 
Administrations. 

o Users on both sides commended the balanced nature of the 
plan. The Los Angeles Times in a 1980 editorial endorsing 
the plan stated it protects "the interests of 
preservationists while recognizing the needs of miners, 
ranchers, and utility companies." 

o The plan allocates the Desert into four major use 
classifications: About 1.9 million acres are Class C, 
proposed for wilderness preservation. Studies on these areas 
were to be completed by 1989 for consideration by Congress. 

5.9 million acres are Class L for limited use, meaning these 
lands are managed to protect sensitive, natural, scenic, 
ecological, and cultural resource values. Public lands 
designated as Class Lare managed to provide for generally 
lower-intensity, carefully controlled multiple use of 
resources, while ensuring that sensitive values are not 
significantly diminished. 

3.3 million acres are Class M for moderate use, meaning these 
lands are managed based upon a controlled balance between 
higher intensity use and protection of public lands. This 
class provides for a wide variety of present and future uses 
such as mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and 
utility development. Class M management is also designed to 
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conserve desert resources and to mitigate damage to those 
resources which permitted uses may cause. 

500,000 acres are Class I for intensive use, meaning that 
these lands are managed to provide for concentrated use of 
lands and resources to meet human needs. Reasonable 
protection will be provided for sensitive natural and 
cultural values. Mitigation of impacs on resources and 
rehabilitation of impacted areas will occur insofar as 
possible. 

o Other special use designations are also included in the plan, 
such as 80 Areas of Critical environmental Concern, covering 
670,000 acres, managed to protect unique or special values. 

o The plan carefully identifies areas as open, closed or 
limited for off-highway vehicle use. 

o The plan gives special recognition to the East Mojave Natural 
Scenic Area and calls for intensive site-specific management. 

o The plan allows for development of the Desert's critical 
mineral resources in a manner that will protect the fragile 
environment. 

o Other resource elements, including wildlife management, 
allocation of lands for public rights-of-way, etc., are 
carefully analyzed and accommodated in the plan. 

o BLM carries out the plan's direction through a professional 
staff of resource specialists and a highly trained Desert 
Ranger Force. 

o For more detailed information on the California Desert Plan, 
contact the BLM's Desert District, 1695 Spruce St., 
Riverside, CA, Telephone (714)351-6383. 

Projects like this would end if Cranston bill passes. 
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PROPOSED DESERT LEGISLATION 
(Senate Bill 7, formerly Senate Bill 2061 and HR 371) 

o The legislation would make major changes in the Desert Plan, 
altering land use on more than half of the ELM-administered 
lands in the area and all the National Park 
Service-administered lands, directly affecting about 10 
million acres. 

o It would create 8.8 million acres of instant wilderness, 
covering 4.5 million acres managed by the National Park 
Service (NPS) and 4.3 million acres managed by the ELM. 

o Wilderness designation means the areas are closed to all 
motorized vehicles and commercial uses. 

o It would create 5.7 million acres of new National Parks, with 
2.5 million drawn from existing National Monuments and 3.2 
million from BLM-administered lands. 

o National Park designation means the areas are managed to 
preserve their natural values; vehicular access is limited to 
existing roads. 

o The bill ~ould enlarge the current Joshua Tree National 
Monument from 560,000 Acres to 805,000 acres and redesignate 
it as a National Park. 

o The bill would also enlarge the current Death Valley National 
Monument from 1.96 million acres to 3.4 million acres and 
redesignate it as a National Park. 

o The bill would create a new East Mojave National Park, 
covering 1.5 million acres. 

o Other special designations include addition of 20,000 acres 
of ELM-administered lands to the State's Red Rock Canyon 
State Park. Creation of a Desert Lily Sanctuary of 1,920 
acres and creation of the Indian Canyons Historical site of 
490 acres. 

o As for other uses in these areas, the bill allows no new 
mining claims and requires existing claims to be validated 
befor any significant work is allowed. 

o No new mineral leasing for oil and gas, geothermal and other 
mineral exporation is allowed in these areas. 

o Existing grazing is allowed until the current term of such 
permits expires and no new grazing use is allowed. 



o The bill calls for acquisition of private and state 
inholdings within the parks and wilderness, estimated at 
about a million acres, mostly through exchange: Remaining 
BLM lands (about 4 million acres) would be stock from which 
most exchanges would be made. 

o The bill calls for construction of a Visitor Center and other 
facilities. Although no appropriations are mentioned, the 
legislation calls for expenditure of "such sums as may be 
necessary to carry out" the legislation. 

DATE: 

PLACE: 

TIME: 

1987 ANNUAL DINNER 

November 14, 1987 Saturday Night 

T & J Restaurant 
8526 East Valley Boulevard 
(S.W. Corner of Valley and Walnut Grove) 
Rosemead 

6:30 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. 

No Host Social Hour 
Filet Dinner 

DONATION: $18.00 Per Person. Please pay at the door. 

:" ',; I 

'-,,/!, .. 
VL.~~. 

/ 
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CURRENT LAND USE 
(25-million acre California 
Desert Conservation Area) 

OTHER 
(Private, 
State, etc.) 

MILITARY 

2.0% 
INTERSIVE USE 

29.0% 

(BML) MODERATE USE 
(BLM) 

KEY POINTS: 

19.0% 

24.0% 

PRESERVATION 
(Park Service, 
State, BLM 
Wilderness) 

OTHER 
(Private, 

State,etc. 

PROTECTION 
(BLM) 

PROPOSED LAND USE 
(Under Senate Bill 7) 

42.0% 

MILITARY 

PRESERVATION 
(Park Service 

ROTECTION 
(BLM) 

MODERATE 
USE (BLM) 

INTENSIVE 
USE (BLM) 

o About one-fifth of the Desert is committed to park and 
wilderness preRervation. 

o About one-fourth is managed by BLM primarily to protect 
cultural and natural values, while allowing other compatible uses. 

o About one-~ighth is managed by BLM for a variety of uses, 
balancing development with protection. 

o A small fraction (2%), is managed by BLM for intensive use of 
lands and resources to meet human needs. 

PRESERVATION 4.8 MILLION ACRES 19% 
(Public vehicle access 
prohibited in wilderness; 
restricted in parks) 

National Monuments 
Joshua Tree 
Death Valley 

State Park 
Red Rock Canyon 

Wilderness (some in monuments above) 
Park Service Proposed 
Park Service Designated 
BLM Proposed 
State-Anza Borrego 
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560,000 acres 
1,957,000 acres 

4,500 acres 

(1.9 million acres) 
(467,000 acres) 
1,900,000 acres 

400,000 acres 



PROTECTION 
24% 

BLM, Class L*, limited use 

MODERATE USE 
14% 

BLM, Class M*, moderate use 

INTENSIVE USE 
2% 

BLM, Class I*, intensive use 

MILITARY 
12% 

(No public access) 

5.9 MILLION ACRES 

5,900,000 acres 

3.3 MILLION ACRES 

3,300,000 acres 

500,000 ACRES 

500,000 acres 

3 .1 MILLION ACRES 

Ft. Irwin, China Lake, Chocolate Mountains, 
Twenty-Nine Palms, Edwards AFB, etc. 

OTHER 
29% 

(limited or no public use) 
Private, State, other government 

KEY POINTS: 

7.4 MILLION ACRES 

o The amount of land committed to park and wilderness 
preservation would more than double from 19% to 42%. 

o The amount of land managed by BLM and available for general 
public use would be reduced from 40% to about 17%, or about 
one-sixth of the Desert. 

o Private land is not immediately affected, but large amounts 
are inholdings within the proposed parks and wilderness. The 
legislation calls for acquiring these lands by purchase or 
exchange drawing from the 17% of general public use lands 
remaining. 
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CRANSTON'S S.7 A VERY BAD BILL! 
WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR EVERYONE 

By 
California Desert Coalition 

Because of the need for vehicle access on dirt roads, to get into 
the back-country ..... the mountains and the desert ..... . 
everyone who operates a vehicle is an "off-reader". That vehicle 
you operate becomes an "off-road vehicle" just as soon as the 
wheels touch that dirt road. The dirt road that leads to your 
favorite camping, hunting, rock climbing, hiking, or riding area; 
if not maintained by some specific entity i.e. city, county, 
utility, etc. is not considered to exist when an area is 
designated WILDERNESS. 

Your vehicle: the family car, bicycle, motorcycle, 4-wheel drive, 
dune buggy, truck, wheel chair, all terrain vehicle, motorhome, 
even tractors, bulldozers, and tanks are referred to as OFF-ROAD 
VEHICLES. 

If you need your vehicle to haul in rock climbing equipment and 
tents for camping, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you need your vehicl~ to tow 
NOT .fi'OR YOU. 

V()ll r .I ... horse WTLDRRNESS IS 

If you are a ccmservationist or the participant in an "off-road" 
conservation project and need your vehicle to haul in water for 
wildlife, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you use your vehicle for back-country exploring or to do back 
country sight-seeing, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you are handicapped and need your vehicle or wheel chair to get 
around, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you are old, very young, or infirm and need a vehicle to gain 
access, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you camp in a trailer, motorhome or camper, WILDERNESS IS NOT 
FOR YOU. 

If you use a bicycle for your back-country experience or in 
back-country races, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you operate or fish from a motorized boat, WILDERNESS IS NOT 
FOR YOU. 

If you are a hunter and require a vehicle to get you in and out, 
WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 
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If you are a collector of rocks, minerals, and fossils and need a 
vehicle to get to wh~re the material is, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR 
YOU. 

If you are a professional or a vocational archeologist, historian, 
or paleontologist and need a vehicle to carry your equipment and 
take you to your project site, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. 

If you are treasure hunter who requires a vehicle to explore, 
WILDERNESS IS NOT POR YOU. 

If you are person who's only wilderness experience is watching 
television, WILDERNESS IS NOT FOR YOU. The very minerals which 
are used in the manufacture of your TV to bring you clear color 
pictures cannot be mined in WILDERNESS. 

WILL YOU LET IT HAPPEN? 

If after reading what S. 7 will do, you are concerned, upset, or 
angry and want to know what you can do to defeat this land grab, 
read on. Write letters to your United States Senators and your 
Congressman, NOW. and when asked, WRITE AGAIN. It may take more 
than one letter to each of them. Ask your friends and family in 
other States to write too. Volunteers will be needed to speak to 
groups who know nothing about S. 7. Volunteers will be needed to 
do other clerical tasks, or to take literature out and around. 
Volunteers may be needed to attend fairs, swap meets and oth~r 
events. The CALIFORNIA D~SERT COALITION is fighting this battle 
now! Join with others in your community to help fight S. 7. Your 
financial support to continue to work for the defeat of this 
legislation is also needed. If you belong to a group already 
fighting S. 7 donate to them. If not 

* PLEASE HELP TODAY! * 
Make your check payable to: 

California Desert Coalition 
3660 Valencia Hills 
Riverside, California 92507 

(714) 684-6509 
(818) 345-4128 

(714) 682-6924 
(619) 427-1125 
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CALIFORNIA MOUNTAIN LION 
by 

Loren L. Lutz 

In spite of the tirades of anti-hunters and preservationists 
mouthing obscenities, threatening to kill hunters, boycott 
California, take court action, parading in monkey outfits (they 
put long tails on them to simulate lions), bringing along small 
children and generally berating the Fish and Game Commission and 
booing contrary testimony at three different meetings, the 
Commission stood firm and authorized 190 lion permits north of the 
Tehachapi Mountains. 

Forgotten in all this hubbub was the work that hunters did to 
re-classify the mountain lion from vermin with a bounty on its 
head to a game animal. As one of those who led that fight to 
manage that species for conservation of the species, I certainly 
view with disgust the antics of that crowd who were never in 
evidence during our fight to maintain control by the Department of 
Fish and Game of all species of wildlife, both predator and prey 
species. 

Mountain lions are responsible for decimating deer herds, and 
are having a drastic, negative effect on recently transplanted 
bighorn sheep and established populations throughout the west. 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP 

Non-Profit Organization 
3113 Mesaloa Lane 

Pasadena, California 91107 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(818) 794-7680 

PHONE: Home _______________ Business 

The kinds of memberships available are: 

__Annual .............................................. . 
__ Student (must be full time) ............................. . 
__ Life ................................................ . 
__ Century ............................................. . 

(may be paid in four equal payments) 
(transferable) 

All donations are tax deductible. 

Also included is my contribution of $ _____ _ 

$25.00 
$10.00 

$200.00 
$500.00 

Enclosed you will find my check or money order for $ _____ _ 
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